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compile my C++ program on Windows with the compiler that the Visual C++ compiler is built on, I'm already doing that. This is just a follow-up question about what commands and libraries to use. How do you compile a C or C++ program on Linux? Do you use a specific compiler, or would you use a compiler like gcc? And if so, do you use a specific "make" command? A: I don't mean to sound condescending, but you're asking fundamentally wrong questions.
What do you mean by "compiling a C++ program"? Is it a single source code file, or multiple source code files? What language constructs and platform-specific toolchains does it use? If you mean "compiling a program using gcc", then I'd suggest you read up on how to use gcc and how to build a C++ application with it. If you mean "compiling an application that uses a GUI library", like GTK+, then you should take a look at the comp.lang.c++ FAQ: Do you use
compiler or editor with GUI in development of C++ application? I recommend that you start with the first answer, and only if that doesn't answer your question then you should look up how to use gcc and start building applications. A: There are so many questions and answers here that I'm going to answer your questions (nearly) directly, with some editorial comment at the end. How do you compile a C++ program on Linux? Use g++ (the GNU version of C++).
Do you use a specific compiler, or would you use a compiler like gcc? You cannot use gcc and not use g++. The two compilers (GNU and C++) have similar 82138339de
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